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Abstract
In this paper, we propose on-device voice command assistants for mobile games to increase user experiences even in hands-busy situations such as driving and cooking. Since most of the current mobile games cost large memory (e.g. more than 1GB memory), so it is necessary to reduce memory usage further to integrate voice commands systems on mobile clients. Therefore a need to design an on-device automatic speech recognition system that costs minimal memory and CPU resources rises. To this end, we apply cross layer parameter sharing to Conformer, named MONICA2 which results in lower memory usage for on-device speech recognition. MONICA2 reduces the number of parameters of deep neural network by 58%, with minimal recognition accuracy degradation measured in word error rate on Librispeech benchmark. As an on-device voice command user interface, MONICA2 costs only 12.8MB mobile memory and the average inference time for 3-seconds voice command is about 30ms, which is profiled in Samsung Galaxy S9. As far as we know, MONICA2 is the most memory efficient yet accurate on-device speech recognition which could be applied to various applications such as mobile games, IoT devices, etc.

Introduction
Nowadays, transformer architectures (Vaswani et al. 2017) show breakthrough progress on automatic speech recognition (ASR) tasks. (Dong, Xu, and Xu 2018; Karita et al. 2019a) have demonstrated that transformers are suitable networks in terms of accuracy performance and easy to train than RNN based architectures. In addition, there are studies about combining transformer encoders with the connectionist temporal classification (CTC) loss or the transducer loss (Xu, Li, and Zhang 2021), which have shown better performance than RNNs. (Karita et al. 2019b) improves the recognition accuracy by combining CTC based acoustic models (AM) and language models (LM). Recently there have been studies involving convolution modules in transformer blocks, named Conformer (Gulati et al. 2020), which successfully achieved the state-of-the-art (SOTA) recognition accuracy even with fewer parameter sizes.

Although the Conformer has smaller parameters than any other SOTA models, there are difficulties to use Conformer as an on-device voice assistant for mobile games, aspect on restrained memory usage. In addition, most of current mobile massively multiplayer online role-playing games (MMORPG) cost large memory and mobile GPUs are occupied by game engines for graphical rendering. Therefore the goal of this work is to reduce memory footprints and CPU resources for on-device ASR system with minimal recognition accuracy degradation. To this end, we apply cross-layer parameter sharing (CLPS) (Lan et al. 2019; Li et al. 2019) for the encoder blocks of Conformer, and name our model as MONICA2.

MONICA2
We propose MONICA2 to further reduce memory usage with minimum accuracy degradation. The modules of MONICA2 and Conformer are very similar, however, MONICA2 is applied CLPS on multi-head self-attention modules (MHSAM). As Figure 1, the 16 encoder blocks of MONICA2 share one MHSAM. In additional, we replace the RNN decoder which is used in Conformer with transducer loss to linear projection layer with CTC. Also, MONICA2 is designed with the smaller network size,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th># Params (M)</th>
<th>Librispeech benchmark (WER)</th>
<th>Mobile Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dev-clean / others</td>
<td>test-clean / others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conformer S (Gulati et al. 2020)</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.7 / 6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-T lite (Lim et al. 2020)</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>5.1 / 12.6</td>
<td>5.3 / 12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONICA (Lim et al. 2020)</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9.2 / 19.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conformer - CTC</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.4 / 13.5</td>
<td>5.5 / 13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONICA2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5.9 / 14.8</td>
<td>6.1 / 15.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Evaluation results on Librispeech datasets. Weights size means occupied tflite model’s size on disks (MB) and memory is peak memory footprint during inference (MB). RTF is the seconds to inference 1 second audio. Mobile factor is measured on Galaxy S9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response Time</th>
<th>Success Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MONICA2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Cosine Similarity</td>
<td>150 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ N-way NBIC</td>
<td>130 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The results are done with an android application for demo on Samsung Galaxy S9. Response time covers all steps in the SDK pipeline.

Demonstration

As Figure 1, we developed the SDK that has a simple pipeline to integrate MONICA2 into MMORPG, A3: Still Alive (Netmarble Corp. & Netmarble N2 Inc. 2020) as prototype demonstration. In pre-processing step, melspectrogram is extracted from PCM as 3-seconds waveform using CKFFT (Cricket Technology 2014) which has highly optimized STFT library for mobile CPU. The ASR tasks with MONICA2 are running on TensorFlow lite interpreter and ASR decoding is done with beam search (size = 1) which is same as greedy search. To understand the intents of the voice command such as “start auto-battle”, and “show equipment”, we design a simple N-ways Naive bayesian intent classifier (NBIC) to execute the 16 voice commands actions for games. The NBIC uses a frequency vector which is extracted from top-5 token for each frame as input and consists of term frequency, inverse document frequency and two multi-class naive bayesian classifiers in that order. The one classifier is for actions, “start”, “stop”, “show”, etc and the other is for target “main quest”, “map”, “battle royale”, etc. With NBIC, we can improve the intent recognition accuracy of MONICA2 without any LMs and the results is on Table 2.

As shown in Figure 2, with the work developed in (An et al. 2019; Xu et al. 2020), on-device key-word spotting is already on the service for A3: Still Alive in Korea. In addition, we build the Android application powered by Unity Engine for mobile environment tests. For an interactive demonstrations, we release our android test app and voice commands chess games in our demo link 1.

Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented memory efficient MONICA2 for on-device ASR, which reduce the number of parameters of DNNs by 58% with minimal recognition accuracy degradation measured in WER (Conformer: 4.3% vs MONICA2: 6.1%) on benchmark Librispeech data sets. MONICA2 costs only 12.8MB mobile memory and running real-time on most of current mobile phones as an voice command user interface. We also integrate MONICA2 into mobile game A3: Still Alive and MONICA2 will be on the service next year.

1Demo Url : https://yshong93.github.io/monica2_demo_public
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